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Virtual Reality (VR) is poised to revolutionize education by immersing students in learning experiences in a way no other technology
has before. In these early days of educational VR applications, it is
critical to establish metrics to determine the relationship between
VR experiences and learning. Based on established educational
theoretical foundations, our work proposes metrics that directly
align with 21st Century Learning. Specifically, we propose applying
known measures for presence, immersion, and flow, along with
rubric assessments for problem solving. The case study for our
work is a VR exhibit on the “gold rush" we are developing for the
Royal British Columbia Museum. This paper overviews the results
of using these metrics to assess learning in an exploratory set of
user tests involving “panning for gold”.

with a set of exploratory user tests. Specifically, we asked users
to recall content of and experience, and self report their panning
efforts in terms of ease, intuitive use of controllers, and overall
motions involved. Additionally, we coupled the self reporting with
observations and metrics we automatically collected from within
the experience. Our key contribution is an exploratory study for
presence, immersion, flow, and content, as indicators of efficacy in
a VR learning experience.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Related
work is reviewed in Section II. Section III introduces our proposed
approach to combine metrics to align with 21st Century Learning
goals. Section IV describes our user test design, and results are
presented in Section V. Finally, Section VI discusses future work
with conclusions.
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Twenty-first century learning has been described as learning that
encourages high-level thinking skills and the development of technological literacies. It also includes: problem solving, critical thinking, self-directed learning, and collaboration by solving real-world
scenarios and involves the use of technology; and moreover these
skills are transferable among subjects, grade levels, and life [9, 12].
Twenty-first century learning shifts towards higher-order thinking
skills as well interpersonal and self-directed skills, or the ability
to work in a team or individually and become a leader while being accountable and adaptable; in other words, a form of social
responsibility1 .
The use of VR and digital media seem to have created a “new
realm of interaction” [9](p.132). There are a variety of concerns from
too much screen time to logistical lack of devices or non-functioning
issues [6, 8]. A deeper understanding of why and how to integrate
VR into pedagogical practices is needed. A growing number of
educators are interested in the “interaction age” in which students
and teachers shift their expectations to adapt to the changing job
market [12].
Today, many digital technologies are more closely linked to this
experience of creation and interaction. Technology and in particular some VR developments allow, encourage, and force interdisciplinary applications [9]. VR allows 21st century learners to dream,
explore, collaborate and create. Rather than watching television and
increasing the amount of screen time for students, a warning from
the American Academy of Paediatrics (AAP), we need to reshape
the thought of creating digitally literate learners who use technology to create and find information. Prior research in VR describes
how we can use VR to promote skills and knowledge through its
immersive and interactive qualities [3]. Additionally, VR allows the
opportunity to develop real-world authentic situations, which is
reflective of constructivist practices [10].
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INTRODUCTION

A Virtual Reality (VR) experience can provide a profound means
of knowledge transfer. Essentially, VR allows a user to take their
own path through a contextualized knowledge-base in a realistic,
natural, interactive way. Additionally, the virtual surroundings
evoke psychological and physical reactions, that potentially have
deeper impact than other forms of media. But will VR transform
education?
We are building an exhibit for the Royal British Columbia Museum for children and young adults to experience British Columbia’s
gold rush in the mid 1800s. The experience includes information
about the era and the location, along with an opportunity to “pan
for gold"—meaning the user must, in VR, scoop sand and water into
a pan and gently agitate it to allow the gold to sink to the bottom
of the pan.
Our current research on the impact of VR on learning includes
the identification of presence, immersion, flow, and content, along
∗
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PROPOSAL: COMBINED METRICS

Some researchers have begun to explore quasi-experimental ways
of measuring successful VR experiences through various knowledge pre- and post-tests, focusing on measuring content knowledge
[4, 7]. Other researchers have used surveys or questionnaires to
measure the VR experience in general [13]. Still other researchers
have measured presence, immersion, and flow as a way of understanding immersion and interaction, which can lead to learning
[2, 15]. There are several survey questionnaires that have been
developed and validated that would be appropriate for measuring
learning such as the Presence Questionnaire and the Immersion
Tendency Questionnaire [15, 16]. Presence is described as a “psychological state of being there mediated by an environment that
engages our senses, captures our attention, and fosters our active
involvement” [15] (p.298). Immersion is also a psychological state
and can be characterized as “perceiving oneself to enveloped by,
included in, and interacting with an environment that provides a
continuous stream of stimuli and experiences” [15] (p.299).
Another questionnaire that has potential to capture the subtle
consequences of VR focuses on flow. Flow is a state where ”people
feel involved in meaningful actions, maintain a sense of control
and stay focused on a goal” [2] (p.506). The flow experience ”seems
to occur only when a person is actively engaged in some form
of clearly specified interaction with the environment” [5] (p.43).
Similar to presence and immersion, flow is focuses on active engagement within an environment. For example, Bressler and Bodzin [2]
used a short flow state scale to measure flow in a post-survey with
students. These survey questionnaires could be the grounding for
measuring some 21st century experiences and could be combined
with knowledge tests to measure content knowledge acquisition
and understanding.
For further measurements of 21st century skills, including collaboration and problem-solving, the focus has been on more qualitative
observations and interviews [1, 14]. One example of how to code
the data would be to use a problem-solving rubric. For example,
Petrina’s [11] rubric to observe problem-solving skills.
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EXPLORATORY CASE STUDY DESIGN

The objectives of the exploratory user study presented in this paper
were as follows:
• To find out if the narrative and information given in the
prototype scene have sufficient buildup to guide the user
through the gold panning scene.
• To gauge how much information is enough for players to
understand the narrative.
• To find out if the gesture controls are comfortable and intuitive for the user to begin and end tasks.
• To find out which gesture pattern is intuitive for users.
• To capture a variety of gestures to feed into the neural network used to categorize movement in the panning mechanic.
As a result the exploratory test was designed to specifically
establish answers to the following 5 questions:
(1) Was the current information enough for users to understand
what they need to do?
(2) Are users able to retain content about context for learning?
(3) Are users able to begin and finish the gold panning task?
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(4) Are users comfortable with the gesture controls as they begin
or end a task?
(5) Will users have differing interpretations of what gold panning looks like?
For each individual, the test begins by looking at a storyboard
depicting the user’s journey through the VR environment from the
beginning of a trolley scene up to a gold panning scene. Once the
subject has finished examining the storyboard, the individual was
asked to put on the HTC Vive and complete these 3 tasks:
(1) Pick up the gold pan.
(2) Pan for gold in the gesture pattern that they think gold
panning looks like.
(3) Perform three different gestures for gold panning.
After the VR experience, the user was asked to answer a series of
questions, designed to establish self-reporting on presence, immersion, flow and content retention. Though several of the questions
could apply to more than one aspect of the experience, we identify
the core intent of each question as follows:
(1) What was your role in the story? [presence]
(2) Did you understand what you were supposed to do in VR
based on the storyboard? [immersion]
(3) On a scale of 1-5, how easy to use were the controls in the
gold panning scene? [flow]
(4) On a scale of 1-5, how intuitive were the controls in the gold
panning scene? [flow]
(5) Which of the actions did you find most intuitive? Why?
[flow]
(6) Can you recall the location and time associated with the
Gold Rush in the experience? [content]
We also video recorded each of the user experiences, producing
roughly 15 minutes of video for each test.

5

SUMMARY OF RESULTS

This exploratory study was carried out with 10 students in a Master’s program in Digital Media2 . In general, observations from this
study revealed that the prototype experience involved the following:
• Some users have experience with VR before and therefore
are confident interacting with the environment while some
needs time to reorient.
• Picking up the pan from the ground is intuitive and required
little to no guidance. Some users would pick up on using
the trigger button on the controller right away. Some would
hold on to the trigger buttons as they thought if they let
go the pan would fall to the ground. This logic needs to be
refined moving forward.
• Most users when asked to perform their version of “gold
panning" movement did simple gestures like shaking back
and forth, side to side, up and down. Circular motions are
not popular and further instructions are required.
• Some users suggested the motion of tilting the pan to either
empty the pan or to let out some water/rocks. Some suggest
that the gestures should be performed by the riverside at
water level.
2 Details

of the storyboard and results are in the zip file companying this submission.
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• When asked to draw gestures, the overall intuition is to
perform multiple repeats of a movement instead of only
one, consistent with the kind of agitation required in gold
panning.
• Gesture detection should be lenient to not lock the user to
very particular actions which requires lengthy tutorials in
the VR environment or a very low gold detection rate.
More specifically, we consider results gained from self-reporting,
observation of the videos, and automated data collection from
within the software itself, in the following subsections.

5.1

Self-Reporting

Here we consider the user responses to the questions about their
experience.
(1) What was your role in the story? [presence]
Roughly 8/10 participants answered this question in a way
that would indicate strong presence (though it may have
been influenced by the storyboard and not the experience).
Sample responses included: “I’m the miner and going to the
Fraser River to pan for gold." “I don’t know if I’m an employee
building the bridge to sneak off and mine gold or if I’m a
pioneer in that. I know I’m mining gold though." “I was a
worker and gold miner. Two roles I guess."
(2) Did you understand what you were supposed to do in VR based
on the storyboard? [immersion]
This we did a simple yes/no question, where 8/10 participants
answered yes.
(3) On a scale of 1-5, how easy to use were the controls in the gold
panning scene? [flow]
This average was 3.7, where the 3 movements required were,
(1) a push/pull motion, (2) counter clockwise circular, and
(3) a “flip" which was more up and down.
(4) On a scale of 1-5, how intuitive were the controls in the gold
panning scene? [flow]
This average was 3.3, which was reflected in a comment,
“Controls were hard because I didn’t realize I had to let go
of the trigger. Guessing the trigger gestures were hard, but
once I learned them they weren’t hard. They were not hard
but not that intuitive. Can I just keep the trigger down to
complete the action? Because it makes me feel scared I was
going to drop the pan and in other games I played, when I
let go of the trigger, the pan falls."
(5) Which of the actions did you find most intuitive? Why? [flow]
Self reports identified the push/pull approach, followed by
looping in an up/down motion. “The last one. the one that
loops up and scoop. Because it’s the movement I would do if
I were to scoop with a pan." “Pushing back and forth even if
it didn’t work well, to me it’s the most natural motion based
on watching cartoons. Seemed most realistic. the looping
motion also seemed good but almost seemed like flipping an
omelette." “The counter-clockwise and the shaking one. The
circular one was not intuitive at all." “The first one. because
it’s the one I’ve seen before in actual gold panning." “Back
and forth because it’s easy to do and feels more natural. But
I also liked the second one. Last one is good too but push

Figure 1: Gesture training interface in Unity

and pull is the easiest one. Though second and third may be
more accurate to gold panning.”
(6) Can you recall the location and time associated with the Gold
Rush in the experience? [content]
Again, roughly 8/10 participants were able to recall the context of the experience. "1800s Cisco bridge Fraser River."
"1800s Cisco bridge in Canada somewhere." "No. There was
a bridge and a train. I don’t know."

5.2

Observations

Our supplementary video3 shows a user panning for gold. In this
case, she even goes onto her knees, as she anticipated she would
in real life. She also attempts to push/pull and swirl the pan in
ways that are simulated from real life situations. To discover these
mechanics however, she needed to ask many questions to designers.
Therefore, through observations we conclude that her degree of
presence and immersion is perhaps compromised by the need to
receive verbal instructions. Combining this observed result with
her own self-reporting provides the best insights on how people
learn within VR experiences.
Our current tests do not have a narrative and therefore it is
difficult to fully measure flow. However, we can see the potential
for developing flow, especially as many users suggest that, even in
the prototype stage, there should be a clear storyline. For example,
one participant said, “it reminded me of this Disney short that’s
based off a kid’s story” , which suggests that in our next tests we
can use more questions in the post-survey to measure flow.
Our supplementary video also suggests that even in the early prototype stage there is potential to observe retention of content and
problem-solving. Observed attempts to move the pan in different
ways to get different results. At this time many of the problemsolving skills are resolved by asking the game designers, as we
are still in early prototype stages. The key take away from our
observations is that the VR experience would have cues consistent
with presence, immersion and flow to let the user know if they are
successfully solving the problem.
3 uploaded

as an attachment to this submission
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Figure 2: Number of Tries

5.3

Automated Data Collection

Skills learning is fundamentally multi-modal, and the sense of presence and existence of motion capture means that learners are engaged with their whole body. This makes the development process
of VR experiences more involved, but the toolset to do so is rapidly
evolving. The BC Stories application is built with Unity, a popular
game creation framework. In Figure 1, you can see part of the Unity
application framework and the gesture learning screen provided by
a Unity plugin called VR Infinite Gesture. This plugin uses a neural
network to recognize hand gestures in the game, in this case to
make sure that the gold panning operation is being done correctly.
Since it is example-based, users were instructed in gold panning
techniques and then their attempts to do so were recorded to train
the neural network. Over 100 recordings of each pan motion were
captured in our original data collection phase.
Figure 2 shows the specific data collected from the 10 users in
the exploratory study, with each user as a uniquely coloured bar.
This chart illustrates the number of tries it took the users to trigger
a win condition for each gesture. Here, each of the 3 motions, (1)
push/pull, (2) counter clockwise circular, and (3) a “flip" or up/down,
are each shown on the vertical axis, with the number of times it took
each user to complete the task using each motion on the horizontal
axis.
Consistent with the self-reporting, push/pull took most users
only 1 or 2 tries to get complete. The circular motion may have
been overly restrictive as only counter-clockwise was considered
correct. Moving forward we would want to include all directions of
a particular movement to increase detection rate. The flip movement
was also problematic for many users, who commented that rocking
should also allow a user to complete the task.
This detailed data complements the observations and self-reporting
by automatically capturing and aggregating potentially large sets
of user populations. Insights this gives us on design include not
only the fact that the push and pull gesture is the easiest gesture to
execute for testers, but also that the two remaining gestures need to
be further calibrated to include a wider range of motions that will
trigger a winning condition. The Infinite Gesture pluggin allows us
to train the system to be more lenient with users’ varying execution
of gestures.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

More research is needed to directly explore how to precisely measure presence, immersion, flow and content. Our work represents
just the first few steps down the long road to developing quantitative and qualitative metrics for 21st century skills. Our results
suggest that self-reporting, observations, and automated collection
of datasets may be the best way to start to assess new metrics.
Technology will play an important role in many students’ futures
and needs to be measured appropriately and integrated with pedagogical thinking in order to help facilitate the potential for greater
educational success.
In terms of future work, speech and the use of natural language
is another modality that is being developed in our VR-based educational experiences. Even more so than in non-VR educational
gaming, the ability to actually feel present and ask a historical character direct questions about their experience will hopefully lead to
a deeper understanding and empathy with the people of that time
period.
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